TRANSPORTATION

SEAT Planners is the leading company in passenger transportation management for events and citywide meetings in North America. We have transported more than 11 million guests over the last 30 years.

SEAT Planners is the official shuttle provider for the Cattle Industry Convention and NCBA Trade Show.

Do you have an event that needs transportation? We would love to assist you.

DATE ____________________ START TIME _______________ END TIME ____________

EVENT LOCATION ______________________________

ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF GUESTS ________________

HOST COMPANY ______________________________________________________________

CONTACT NAME ______________________________________________________________

PHONE __________________________ EMAIL ________________________________

ANCILLARY VEHICLE RATE:
Motorcoach (47-pax to 55-pax) $699.60 Five-hour minimum $139.92 additional hour

Questions or more information, contact Antonio Sosa at 985-635-9986 (mobile) or 888-237-9434

Email the completed form to AntonioSosa@SEATPlanners.com or fax to 936-588-4852